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Abstract

Decentralized optimization is increasingly popular in machine learning for its1

scalability and efficiency. Intuitively, it should also provide better privacy guaran-2

tees, as nodes only observe the messages sent by their neighbors in the network3

graph. But formalizing and quantifying this gain is challenging: existing results are4

typically limited to Local Differential Privacy (LDP) guarantees that overlook the5

advantages of decentralization. In this work, we introduce pairwise network differ-6

ential privacy, a relaxation of LDP that captures the fact that the privacy leakage7

from a node u to a node v may depend on their relative position in the graph. We8

then analyze the combination of local noise injection with (simple or randomized)9

gossip averaging protocols on fixed and random communication graphs. We also10

derive a differentially private decentralized optimization algorithm that alternates11

between local gradient descent steps and gossip averaging. Our results show that12

our algorithms amplify privacy guarantees as a function of the distance between13

nodes in the graph, matching the privacy-utility trade-off of the trusted curator, up14

to factors that explicitly depend on the graph topology. Finally, we illustrate our15

privacy gains with experiments on synthetic and real-world datasets.16

1 Introduction17

Training machine learning models traditionally requires centralizing data in a single server, raising18

issues of scalability and privacy. An alternative is to use Federated Learning (FL), where each19

user keeps her data on device [41, 33]. In fully decentralized FL, the common hypothesis of a20

central server is also removed, letting users, represented as nodes in a graph, train the model via21

peer-to-peer communications along edges. This approach improves scalability and robustness to22

central server failures, enabling lower latency, less power consumption and quicker deployment23

[40, 10, 48, 46, 1, 39, 36].24

Another important dimension is privacy, as a wide range of applications deal with sensitive and25

personal data. The gold standard to quantify the privacy leakage of algorithms is Differential Privacy26

(DP) [18]. DP typically requires to randomly perturb the data-dependent computations to prevent27

the final model from leaking too much information about any individual data point (e.g., through28

data memorization). However, decentralized algorithms do not only reveal the final model to the29

participating nodes, but also the results of some intermediate computations. A solution is to use Local30

Differential Privacy (LDP) [34, 17], where random perturbations are performed locally by each user,31

thus protecting against an attacker that would observe everything that users share. This can be easily32

combined with decentralized algorithms, as done for instance in [31, 5, 13, 53, 51]. Unfortunately,33

LDP requires large amounts of noise, and thus provides poor utility.34

In this work, we show that the LDP guarantees give a very pessimistic view of the privacy offered35

by decentralized algorithms. Indeed, there is no central server receiving all messages, and the36
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participating nodes can only observe the messages sent by their neighbors in the graph. So, a given37

node should intuitively leak less information about its private data to nodes that are far away. We38

formally quantify this privacy amplification for the fundamental brick of communication at the core39

of decentralized optimization: gossip algorithms. Calling Muffliato the combination of local noise40

injection with a gossip averaging protocol, we precisely track the resulting privacy leakage between41

each pair of nodes. Through gossiping, the private values and noise terms of various users add up,42

obfuscating their contribution well beyond baseline LDP guarantees: as their distance in the graph43

increases, the privacy loss decreases. We then show that the choice of graph is crucial to enforce a44

good privacy-utility trade-off while preserving the scalability of gossip algorithms.45

Our results are particularly attractive in situations where nodes want stronger guarantees with respect46

to some (distant) peers. For instance, in social network graphs, users may have lower privacy47

expectations with respect to close relatives than regarding strangers. In healthcare, a patient might48

trust her family doctor more than she trusts other doctors, and in turn more than employees of a49

regional agency and so on, creating a hierarchical level of trust that our algorithms naturally match.50

Contributions and outline of the paper51

(i) We introduce pairwise network DP, a relaxation of Local Differential Privacy inspired by the52

definitions of Cyffers and Bellet [15], which is able to quantify the privacy loss of a decentralized53

algorithm for each pair of distinct users in a graph.54

(ii) We propose Muffliato1, a privacy amplification mechanism composed of local Gaussian noise55

injection at the node level followed by gossiping for averaging the private values. It offers privacy56

amplification that increases as the distance between two nodes increases. Informally, the locally57

differentially private value shared by a node u is mixed with other contributions, to the point that58

the information that leaks to another node v can have a very small sensitivity to the initial value in59

comparison to the accumulated noise.60

(iii) We analyze both synchronous gossip [16] and randomized gossip [10] under a unified privacy61

analysis with arbitrary time-varying gossip matrices. We show that the magnitude of the privacy62

amplification is significant: the average privacy loss over all the pairs in this setting reaches the63

optimal utility-privacy of a trusted aggregator, up to a factor d√
λW

, where λW is the weighted graph64

eigengap and d the maximum degree of the graph. Remarkably, this factor can be of order 1 for65

expanders, yielding a sweet spot in the privacy-utility-scalability trade-off of gossip algorithms. Then,66

we study the case where the graph is itself random and private, and derive stronger privacy guarantees.67

(iv) Finally, we develop and analyze differentially private decentralized Gradient Descent (GD)68

and Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) algorithms to minimize a sum of local objective functions.69

Building on Muffliato, our algorithms alternate between rounds of differentially private gossip70

communications and local gradient steps. We prove that they enjoy the same privacy amplification71

described above for averaging, up to factors that depend on the regularity of the global objective.72

(v) We show the usefulness of our approach and analysis through experiments on synthetic and73

real-world datasets and network graphs, illustrating how privacy is amplified between nodes in the74

graph as a function of their distance.75

Related work76

Gossip algorithms and decentralized optimization. Gossip algorithms [9, 16] were introduced to77

compute the global average of local vectors through peer-to-peer communication, and are at the core of78

many decentralized optimization algorithms. Classical decentralized optimization algorithms alternate79

between gossip communications and local gradient steps [44, 35, 36], or use dual formulations and80

formulate the consensus constraint using gossip matrices to obtain decentralized dual or primal-dual81

algorithms [48, 29, 22, 23, 37, 1]. We refer the reader to [45] for a broader survey on decentralized82

optimization. Our algorithms are based on the general analysis of decentralized SGD in [36].83

LDP and amplification mechanisms. Limitations of LDP for computing the average of the private84

values of n users have been studied, showing that for a fixed privacy budget, the expected squared error85

in LDP is n times larger than in central DP [11]. More generally, LDP is also known to significantly86

reduce utility for many learning problems [54, 50], which motivates the study of intermediate trust87

1The name is borrowed from the Harry Potter series: it designates a “spell that filled the ears of anyone nearby
with an unidentifiable buzzing”, thereby concealing messages from unintended listeners through noise injection.
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models. Cryptographic primitives, such as secure aggregation [19, 49, 8, 12, 32, 4, 47] and secure88

shuffling [14, 21, 3, 28, 27], as well as additional mechanisms such as amplification by subsampling89

[2] or amplification by iteration [25], can offer better utility for some applications, but cannot be90

easily applied in a fully decentralized setting, as they require coordination by a central server.91

Amplification through decentralization. The idea that decentralized communications can provide92

differential privacy guarantees was initiated by [6] in the context of rumor spreading. Closer to our93

work, [15] showed privacy amplification for random walk algorithms on complete graphs, where94

the model is transmitted from one node to another sequentially. While we build on their notion of95

Network DP, our work differs from [15] in several aspects: (i) our analysis holds for any graph and96

explicitly quantifies its effect, (ii) instead of worst-case privacy across all pairs of nodes, we prove97

pairwise guarantees that are stronger for nodes that are far away from each other, and (iii) unlike98

random walk approaches, gossip algorithms allow parallel computation and thus better scalability.99

2 Setting and Pairwise Network Differential Privacy100

We study a decentralized model where n nodes (users) hold private datasets and communicate through101

gossip protocols, that we describe in Section 2.1.In Section 2.2, we recall differential privacy notions102

and the two natural baselines for our work, central and local DP. Finally, we introduce in Section 2.3103

the relaxation of local DP used throughout the paper: the pairwise network DP.104

2.1 Gossip Algorithms105

We consider a connected graph G = (V, E) on a set V of n users. An edge {u, v} ∈ E indicates that106

u and v can communicate (we say they are neighbors). Each user v ∈ V holds a local dataset Dv107

and we aim at computing averages of private values. This averaging step is a key building block108

for solving machine learning problems in a decentralized manner, as will be discussed in Section 4.109

From a graph, we derive a gossip matrix.110

Definition 1 (Gossip matrix). A gossip matrix over a graph G is a symmetric matrix W ∈ RV×V111

with non-negative entries, that satisfies W1 = 1 i.e. W is stochastic (1 ∈ RV is the vector with all112

entries equal to 1), and such that for any u, v ∈ V , Wu,v > 0 implies that {u, v} ∈ E or u = v.113

The iterates of synchronous gossip [16] are generated through a recursion of the form xt+1 = Wxt,114

and converge to the mean of initial values at a linear rate e−tλW , with λW defined below.115

Definition 2 (Spectral gap). The spectral gap λW associated with a gossip matrix W is116

minλ∈Sp(W )\{1}(1− |λ|), where Sp(W ) is the spectrum of W .117

The inverse of λW is the relaxation time of the random walk on G with transition probabilities W ,118

and is closely related to the connectivity of the graph: adding edges improve mixing properties119

(λW increases), but can reduce scalability by increasing node degrees (and thus the per-iteration120

communication complexity). The rate of convergence can be accelerated to e−t
√
λW using re-scaled121

Chebyshev polynomials, leading to iterates of the form xt = Pt(W )x0 [7].122

Definition 3 (Re-scaled Chebyshev polynomials). The re-scaled Chebyshev polynomials (Pt)t⩾0123

with scale parameter γ ∈ [1, 2] are defined by second-order linear recursion:124

P0(X) = 1 , P1(X) = X , Pt+1(X) = γXPt(X) + (1− γ)Pt−1(X) , t ⩾ 2 . (1)

2.2 Rényi Differential Privacy125

Differential Privacy (DP) quantifies how much the output of an algorithm A leaks about the dataset126

taken as input [18]. DP requires to define an adjacency relation between datasets. In this work, we127

adopt a user-level relation [42] which aims to protect the whole datasetDv of a given user represented128

by a node v ∈ V . Formally, D = ∪v∈VDv and D′ = ∪v∈VD′
v are adjacent datasets, denoted by129

D ∼ D′, if there exists v ∈ V such that only Dv and D′
v differ. We use D ∼v D′ to denote that D130

and D′ differ only in the data of user v.131

We use Rényi Differential Privacy (RDP) [43] to measure the privacy loss, which allows better132

and simpler composition than the classical (ε, δ)-DP. Note that any (α, ε)-RDP algorithm is also133

(ε+ ln(1/δ)/(α− 1), δ)-DP for any 0 < δ < 1 [43].134
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Definition 4 (Rényi Differential Privacy). An algorithm A satisfies (α, ε)-Rényi Differential Privacy135

(RDP) for α > 1 and ε > 0 if for all pairs of neighboring datasets D ∼ D′:136

Dα (A(D)||A(D′)) ⩽ ε , (2)
where for two random variables X and Y , Dα

(
X ||Y

)
is the Rényi divergence between X and Y :137

Dα

(
X ||Y

)
= 1

α−1 ln
∫ (µX(z)

µY (z)

)α
µY (z)dz .

with µX and µY the respective densities of X and Y .138

Without loss of generality, we consider gossip algorithms with a single real value per node (in139

that case, Dv = {xv} for some xv ∈ R), and we aim at computing a private estimation of the140

mean x̄ = (1/n)
∑

v xv. The generalization to vectors is straightforward, as done subsequently for141

optimization in Section 4. In general, the value of a (scalar) function g of the data can be privately142

released using the Gaussian mechanism [18, 43], which adds η ∼ N (0, σ2) to g(D). It satisfies143

(α, α∆2
g/(2σ

2))-RDP for any α > 1, where ∆g = supD∼D′ ∥g(D)− g(D′)∥ is the sensitivity of g.144

We focus on the Gaussian mechanism for its simplicity (similar results could be derived for other DP145

mechanisms), and thus assume an upper bound on the L2 inputs sensitivity.146

Assumption 1. There exists some constant ∆ > 0 such that for all u ∈ V and for any adjacent147

datasets D ∼u D′, we have ∥xu − x′
u∥ ⩽ ∆.148

In central DP, a trusted aggregator can first compute the mean x̄ (which has sensitivity ∆/n) and then149

reveal a noisy version with the Gaussian mechanism. On the contrary, in local DP where there is no150

trusted aggregator and everything that a given node reveals can be observed, each node must locally151

perturb its input (which has sensitivity ∆), deteriorating the privacy-utility trade-off. Formally, to152

achieve (α, ε)-DP, one cannot have better utility than:153

E
[∥∥xout − x̄

∥∥2] ⩽ α∆2

2nε
for local DP , and E

[∥∥xout − x̄
∥∥2] ⩽ α∆2

2n2ε
for central DP ,

where xout is the output of the algorithm. This 1/n gap motivates the study of relaxations of local DP.154

2.3 Pairwise Network Differential Privacy155

We relax local DP to take into account privacy amplification between nodes that are distant from each156

other in the graph. We define a decentralized algorithm A as a randomized mapping that takes as157

input a dataset D = ∪v∈V(Dv) and outputs the transcript of all messages exchanged between users158

in the network. A message between neighboring users {u, v} ∈ E at time t is characterized by the159

tuple (u,m(t), v): user u sent a message with content m(t) to user v, and A(D) is the set of all these160

messages. Each node v only has a partial knowledge of A(D), captured by its view:161

Ov

(
A(D)

)
= {(u,m(t), v) ∈ A(D) such that {u, v} ∈ E} .

This subset corresponds to direct interactions of v with its neighbors, which provide only an indirect162

information on computations in others parts of the graph. Thus, we seek to express privacy constraints163

that are personalized for each pair of nodes. This is captured by our notion of Pairwise Network DP.164

Definition 5 (Pairwise Network DP). For f : V ×V → R+, an algorithmA satisfies (α, f)-Pairwise165

Network DP (PNDP) if for all pairs of distinct users u, v ∈ V and neighboring datasets D ∼u D′:166

Dα

(
Ov(A(D)) || Ov(A(D′))

)
⩽ f(u, v) . (3)

We note εu→v = f(u, v) the privacy leaked to v from u and say that u is (α, εu→v)-PNDP with167

respect to v if only inequality (3) holds for f(u, v) = εu→v .168

By taking f constant in Definition 5, we recover the definition of Network DP [15]. Our pairwise169

variant refines Network DP by allowing the privacy guarantee to depend on u and v (typically, on170

their distance in the graph). We assume that users are honest but curious: they truthfully follow the171

protocol, but may try to derive as much information as possible from what they observe. We refer to172

Appendix G for an adaptation of our definition and results to the presence of colluding nodes.173

In addition to pairwise guarantees, we will use the mean privacy loss εv = 1
n

∑
u∈V\{v} f(u, v) to174

compare with baselines LDP and trusted aggregator by enforcing ε = maxv∈V εv ⩽ ε. The value εv175

is the average of the privacy loss from all the nodes to v and thus does not correspond to a proper176

privacy guarantee, but it is a convenient way to summarize our gain, noting that distant nodes — in177

ways that will be specified — will have better privacy guarantee than this average, while worst cases178

will remain bounded by the baseline LDP guarantee provided by local noise injection.179
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Algorithm 1: MUFFLIATO

Input: local values (xv)v∈V to average,
gossip matrix W on a graph G, in T
iterations, noise variance σ2

γ ← 2
1−

√
λW (1−λW

4 )

(1−λW /2)2

for all nodes v in parallel do
x0
v ← xv + ηv where ηv ∼ N (0, σ2)

for t = 0 to T − 1 do
for all nodes v in parallel do

for all neighbors w defined by W do
Send xt

v , receive xt
w

xt+1
v ←
(1− γ)xt−1

v + γ
∑

w∈Nv
Wv,wx

t
w

Algorithm 2: RANDOMIZED MUFFLIATO

Input: local values (xv)v∈V to average,
activation intensities
(p{v,w}){v,w}∈E , in T iterations,
noise variance σ2

for all nodes v in parallel do
x0
v ← xv + ηv where ηv ∼ N (0, σ2)

for t = 0 to T − 1 do
Sample {vt, wt} ∈ E with probability
p{vt,wt}
vt and wt exchange xt

vt and xt
wt

Local averaging:

xt+1
vt = xt+1

wt
=

xt+1
vt

+xt+1
wt

2

For v ∈ V \ {vt, wt}, xt+1
v = xt

v

3 Private Gossip Averaging180

In this section, we analyze a generic algorithm with arbitrary time-varying communication matrices181

for averaging. Then, we instantiate and discuss these results for synchronous communications with a182

fixed gossip matrix, communications using randomized gossip [10], and with Erdös-Rényi graphs.183

3.1 General Privacy Analysis of Gossip Averaging184

We consider gossip over time-varying graphs (Gt)0⩽t⩽T , defined as Gt = (V, Et), with corre-185

sponding gossip matrices (Wt)0⩽t⩽T . The generic Muffliato algorithm AT over T iterations for186

averaging x = (xv)v∈V corresponds to an initial noise addition followed by gossip steps. Writing187

W0:t = Wt−1 . . .W0, the iterates of AT are thus defined by:188

∀v ∈ V, x0
v = xv + ηv with ηv ∼ N (0, σ2), and xt+1 = Wtx

t = W0:t+1(x+ η) . (4)
Note that the update rule at node v ∈ V writes as xt+1

v =
∑

w∈Nt(v)
(Wt)v,wx

t
w whereNt(v) are the189

neighbors of v in Gt, so for the privacy analysis, the view of a node is:190

Ov

(
AT (D)

)
=
{(

W0:t(x+ η)
)
w
| {v, w} ∈ Et , 0 ⩽ t ⩽ T − 1

}
∪ {xv} . (5)

Theorem 1. Let T ⩾ 1 and denote by PT
{v,w} = {s < T : {v, w} ∈ Es} the set of time-steps with191

communication along edge {v, w}. Under Assumption 1, AT is (α, f)-PNDP with:192

f(u, v) =
α∆2

2σ2

∑
w∈V

∑
t∈PT

{v,w}

(W0:t)
2
u,w

∥(W0:t)w∥2
. (6)

This theorem, proved in Appendix B, gives a tight computation of the privacy loss between every pair193

of nodes and can easily be computed numerically (see Section 5). Since distant nodes correspond to194

small entries in W0:t, Equation 6 suggests that they reveal less to each other. We will characterize195

this precisely for the case of fixed communication graph in the next subsection.196

Another way to interpret the result of Theorem 1 is to derive the corresponding mean privacy loss:197

εv =
α∆2Tv

2nσ2
,

where Tv is the total number of communications node v was involved with up to time T . Thus, in198

comparison with LDP, the mean privacy towards v is n/Tv times smaller. In other words, a node199

learns much less than in LDP as long as it communicates o(n) times.200

3.2 Private Synchronous Muffliato201

We now consider Muffliato over a fixed graph (Algorithm 1) and start by analyzing its utility. The202

utility decomposes as an averaging error term vanishing exponentially fast, and a bias term due to the203

noise. General convergence rates are given in Appendix C, from which we extract the following result.204
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Table 1: Utility of Muffliato for several topologies under the constraint ε ⩽ ε for the classic gossip
matrix where Wv,w = min(1/dv, 1/dw) and dv is the degree of node v. Constant and logarithmic
factors are hidden. Recall that utility is α∆2/nε for LDP and α∆2/n2ε for a trusted aggregator.

Graph Arbitrary Expander D-Torus Complete Ring

Algorithm 1 α∆2d
n2ε

√
λW

α∆2

n2ε
α∆2D

n2−1/Dε
α∆2

nε
α∆2

nε

Algorithm 2 α∆2

n2ελW

α∆2

n2ε
α∆2

n2−2/Dε
α∆2

n2ε
α∆2

nε

Theorem 2 (Utility analysis). Let λW be the spectral gap of W . Muffliato (Algorithm 1) verifies:205

1

2n

∑
v∈V

E
[∥∥∥xT stop

v − x̄
∥∥∥2] ⩽ 3σ2

n
, for T stop ⩽

1√
λW

ln

(
n

σ2
max

(
σ2,

1

n

∑
v∈V

∥∥x0
v − x̄

∥∥2)) .

For the privacy guarantees, Theorem 1 still holds as accelerated gossip can be seen as a simple206

post-processing of the non-accelerated version. We can derive a more explicit formula.207

Corollary 1. Algorithm 1 satisfies (α, εTu→v(α))-PNDP for node u with respect to v, with:208

εTu→v(α) ⩽
α∆2n

2σ2
max

{v,w}∈E
W−2

v,w

T∑
t=1

P
(
Xt = v|X0 = u

)2
,

where (Xt)t is the random walk on graph G, with transitions W .209

This result allows us to directly relate the privacy loss from u to v to the probability that the random210

walk on G with transition probabilities given by the gossip matrix W goes from u to v in a certain211

number of steps. It thus captures a notion of distance between nodes in the graph. We also report212

the utility under fixed mean privacy loss ε ⩽ ε in Table 1 for various graphs, where one can see a213

utility-privacy trade-off improvement of n
√
λW /d, where d is the maximum degree, compared to214

LDP. Using expanders closes the gap with a trusted aggregator up to constant and logarithmic terms.215

Remarkably, we see that topologies that make gossip averaging efficient (i.e. with big
√
λW /d), such216

as exponential graphs or hypercubes [52], are also the ones that achieve optimal privacy amplification217

(up to logarithmic factors). In other words, privacy, utility and scalability are compatible.218

3.3 Private Randomized Muffliato219

Synchronous protocols require global coordination between nodes, which can be costly or even220

impossible. On the contrary, asynchronous protocols only requires separated activation of edges: they221

are thus are more resilient to stragglers nodes and faster in practice. In asynchronous gossip, at a222

given time-step a single edge {u, v} is activated independently from the past with probability p{u,v},223

as described by Boyd et al. [10]. In our setting, randomized Muffliato (Algorithm 2) corresponds to224

instantiate our general analysis with W t = W{vt,wt} = In − (evt − ewt
)(evt − ewt

)⊤/2 if {vt, wt}225

is sampled at time t. The utility analysis is similar to the synchronous case.226

Theorem 3 (Utility analysis). Let λ(p) be the spectral gap of graph G with weights (p{v,w}){v,w}∈E .227

Randomized Muffliato (Algorithm 2) verify:228

1

2n

∑
v∈V

E
[∥∥∥xT stop

v − x̄
∥∥∥2] ⩽ 2σ2

n
, for T stop ⩽

1

λ(p)
ln

(
n

σ2
max

(
σ2,

1

n

∑
v∈V

∥∥x0
v − x̄

∥∥2)) .

To compare with synchronous gossip (Algorithm 1), we note that activation probabilities can be229

derived from a gossip matrix W by taking p{u,v} = 2W{u,v}/n implying that λ(p) = 2λW /n, thus230

requiring n times more iterations to reach the same utility than by applying in a synchronous way231

matrix W . However, for a given time-horizon T and node v, the number of communications v can be232

bounded with high probability by a T/n multiplied by a constant whereas Algorithm 1 requires dvT233

communications. Consequently, as reported in Table 1, for a fixed privacy mean εv , Algorithm 2 has234

the same utility as Algorithm 1, up to two differences: the degree factor dv is removed, while
√
λW235
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degrades to λW as we do not accelerate randomized gossip.2 Randomized gossip can thus achieve an236

optimal privacy-utility trade-off with large-degree graphs, as long as the spectral gap is small enough.237

3.4 Erdös-Rényi Graphs238

So far the graph was considered to be public and the amplification only relied on the secrecy of the239

messages. In practice, the graph may be sampled randomly and the nodes need only to know their240

direct neighbors. We show that we can leverage this through the weak convexity of Rényi DP to241

amplify privacy between non-neighboring nodes. We focus on Erdös-Rényi graphs, which can be242

built without central coordination by picking each edge independently with the same probability243

q. For q = c ln(n)/n where c > 1, Erdös-Rényi graphs are good expanders with node degrees244

dv = O(log n) and λW concentrating around 1 [30], and we obtain the following privacy guarantee.245

Theorem 4 (Muffliato on a random graph). Let α > 1, T ⩾ 0, σ2 ⩾ ∆2α(α−1)
2 and q = c ln(n)n for246

c > 1. Let u, v ∈ V be distinct nodes. After running Algorithm 1 with these parameters, node u is247

(α, εTu→v(α))-PNDP with respect to v, with:248

εTu→v(α) ⩽


α∆2

2σ2
with probability q ,

α∆2

σ2

Tdv
n− dv

with probability 1− q .

This results shows that with probability q, u and v are neighbors and there is no amplification249

compared to LDP. The rest of the time, with probability 1− q, the privacy matches that of a trusted250

aggregator up to a degree factor dv = O(log n) and T = Õ(1/
√
λW ) = Õ(1) [30].251

4 Private Decentralized Optimization252

We now build upon Muffliato to design decentralized optimization algorithms. Each node v ∈ V253

possesses a data-dependent function ϕv : Rd → R and we wish to privately minimize the function254

ϕ(θ) =
1

n

∑
v∈V

ϕv(θ) , with ϕv(θ) =
1

|Dv|
∑

xv∈Dv

ℓv(θ, xv) , θ ∈ Rd , (7)

where Dv is the (finite) dataset corresponding to user v for data lying in a space Xv, and ℓv :255

Rd ×Xv → R a loss function. We assume that ϕ is µ-strongly convex, and each ϕv is L-smooth, and256

denote κ = L/µ. Denoting by θ⋆ the minimizer of ϕ, for some non-negative (ζ2v )v∈V , (ρ2v)v∈V and257

all v ∈ V , we assume:258

∥∇ϕv(θ
⋆)−∇ϕ(θ⋆)∥2 ⩽ ζ2v , E

[
∥∇ℓv(θ⋆, xv)−∇ϕ(θ⋆)∥2

]
⩽ ρ2v , xv ∼ Lv ,

where Lv is the uniform distribution over Dv . We write ρ̄2 = 1
n

∑
v∈V ρ2v and ζ̄2 = 1

n

∑
v∈V ζ2v .259

We introduce Algorithm 3, a private version of the classical decentralized SGD algorithm studied260

in [36]. Inspired by the optimal algorithm MSDA of Scaman et al. [48] that alternates between261

K Chebychev gossip communications and expensive dual gradient computations, our Algorithm 3262

alternates between K Chebychev communications and local stochastic gradient steps. This alternation263

reduces the total number of gradients leaked, a crucial point for achieving good privacy. Note that in264

Algorithm 3, each communication round uses a potentially different gossip matrix Wt. In the results265

stated below, we fix Wt = W for all t and defer the more general case to Appendix F, where different266

independent Erdös-Rényi graphs with same parameters are used at each communication round.267

Remark 1. Our setting encompasses both GD and SGD. MUFFLIATO-GD is obtained by removing268

the stochasticity, i.e., setting ℓv(·) = ϕv(·). In that case, ρ̄2 = 0.269

Theorem 5 (Utility analysis of Algorithm 3). For suitable step-size parameters, for a total number270

of T stop computations and T stopK communications, with:271

T stop = Õ
(
κ
)
, and K =

⌈√
λW

−1
ln

(
max

(
n,

ζ̄2

σ2 + ρ̄2
))⌉

,

2One could also accelerate randomized gossip as described by Even et al. [23], obtaining
√

λ(p)/|E| instead
of λ(p) in all our results.
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Algorithm 3: MUFFLIATO-SGD and MUFFLIATO-GD
Input: initial points θ0i , number of iterations T , step sizes ν > 0, noise variance σ ⩾ 0, mixing

matrices (Wt)t⩾0, local functions ϕv , number of communication rounds K
for t = 0 to T − 1 do

for all nodes v in parallel do
Compute θ̂tv = θtv − ν∇θℓv(θ

t
v, x

t
v) where xt

v ∼ Lv

θt+1
v = MUFFLIATO

(
(θ̂tv)v∈V ,Wt,K, ν2σ2)

the iterates (θt)t⩾0 generated by Algorithm 3 verify E
[
ϕ(θ̃out)− ϕ(θ⋆)

]
= Õ( σ

2+ρ̄2

µT stop ) where θ̃out272

is a weighted average of the θ̄t = 1
n

∑
v∈V θtv until T stop.273

For the following privacy analysis, we need a bound on the sensitivity of gradients with respect to the274

data. To this end, we assume that for all v and xv , ℓv(·, xv) is ∆ϕ/2 Lipschitz3.275

Theorem 6 (Privacy analysis of Algorithm 3). Let u and v be two distinct nodes in V . After T276

iterations of Algorithm 3 with K ⩾ 1, node u is (εTu→v(α), α)-PNDP with respect to v, with:277

εTu→v(α) ⩽
T∆2

ϕα

2σ2

K−1∑
k=0

∑
w:{v,w}∈E

(W k)2u,w

∥(W k)w∥2
. (8)

Thus, for any ε > 0, Algorithm 3 with T stop(κ, σ2, n) steps and for K as in Theorem 5, there exists278

f such that the algorithm is (α, f)-pairwise network DP, with:279

∀v ∈ V , εv ⩽ ε and E
[
ϕ(θ̃out)− ϕ(θ⋆)

]
⩽ Õ

(
α∆2

ϕdv

nµε
√
λW

+
ρ̄2

nL

)
.

The term ρ̄2

nL above is privacy independent, and typically dominated by the first term. Comparing280

Theorem 6 with the privacy guarantees of Muffliato (Section 3.2), the only difference lies in the factor281

∆2
ϕ/µ. While ∆2

ϕ plays the role of the sensitivity ∆2, µ is directly related to the complexity of the282

optimization problem through the condition number κ: the easier the problem is, the more private our283

algorithm becomes. Finally, the same discussion as after Corollary 1 applies here, up to the above284

optimization-related factors that do not affect the influence of the graph.285

5 Experiments286

In this section, we show that pairwise network DP provides significant privacy gains in practice287

even for moderate size graphs. We use synthetic graphs and real-world graphs for gossip averaging.288

For decentralized optimization, we solve a logistic regression problem on real-world data with289

time-varying Erdos-Renyi graphs, showing in each case clear gains of privacy compared to LDP.290

Synthetic graphs. We generate synthetic graphs with n = 2048 nodes and define the corresponding291

gossip matrix according to the Hamilton scheme. Note that the privacy guarantees of Muffliato are292

deterministic for a fixed W , and defined by Equation 4. For each graph, we run Muffliato for the293

theoretical number of steps required for convergence, and report in Figure 1(a) the pairwise privacy294

guarantees aggregated by shortest path lengths between nodes, along with the LDP baseline for295

comparison. Exponential graph (generalized hypercubes): this has shown to be an efficient topology296

for decentralized learning [52]. Consistently with our theoretical result, privacy is significiantly297

amplified. The shortest path completely defines the privacy loss, so there is no variance. Erdos-Renyi298

graph with q = c log n/n (c ⩾ 1) [20], averaged over 5 runs: this has nearly the same utility-privacy299

trade-off as the exponential graph but with significant variance, which motivates the time-evolving300

version mentioned in Section 4. Grid: given its larger mixing time, it is less desirable than the two301

previous graphs, emphasizing the need for careful design of the communication graph. Geometric302

random graph: two nodes are connected if and only if their distance is below a given threshold,303

which models for instance Bluetooth communications (effective only in a certain radius). We sample304

3This assumption can be replaced by the more general Assumption 2 given in Appendix F
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Figure 1: (a) Left: Privacy loss of Muffliato in pairwise NDP on synthetic graphs (best, worst and
average in error bars over nodes at a given distance), confirming a significant privacy amplification
as the distance increases. (b) Middle: Privacy loss of Muffliato from a node chosen at random on a
Facebook ego graph, showing that leakage is limited outside the node’s own community. (c) Right:
Privacy loss and utility of Muffliato-GD compared to a baseline based on a trusted aggregator.

nodes uniformly at random in the square unit and choose a radius ensuring full connectivity. While305

the shortest path is a noisy approximation of the privacy loss, the Euclidean distance is a very good306

estimator as shown in Appendix H.307

Real-world graphs. We consider the graphs of the Facebook ego dataset [38], where nodes are the308

friends of a given user (this central user is not present is the graph) and edges encode the friendship309

relation between these nodes. Ego graphs typically induce several clusters corresponding to distinct310

communities: same high school, same university, same hobbies... For each graph, we extract the311

giant connected component, choose a user at random and report its privacy loss with respect to other312

nodes. The privacy loss is often limited to the cluster of direct neighbors and fades quickly in the313

other communities, as seen in Figure 1(b). We observe this consistently across other ego graphs (see314

Appendix H). This is in line with one of our initial motivation: our pairwise guarantees are well315

suited to situations where nodes want stronger privacy with respect to distant nodes.316

Logistic regression on real-world data. Logistic regression corresponds to minimizing Equation 7317

with ℓ(θ;x, y) = ln(1 + exp(−yθ⊤x)) where x ∈ Rd and y ∈ {−1, 1}. We use a binarized version318

of UCI Housing dataset.4 We standardize the features and normalize each data point x to have unit319

L2 norm so that the logistic loss is 1-Lipschitz for any (x, y). We split the dataset uniformly at320

random into a training set (80%) and a test set and further split the training set across users. For each321

gossiping step, we draw at random an Erdos-Renyi graph of same parameter q and run the theoretical322

number of steps required for convergence. For each node, we keep track of the privacy loss towards323

the first node (note that all nodes play the same role). We compute an equivalent in federated learning324

setting as drawn in Figure 1(c), where updates are aggregated by a trusted central server, with the325

same parameters, showing that we do observe the same behavior. We report the privacy loss per node326

for n = 2000 and n = 4000, showing clear gains over LDP that increase with the number of nodes.327

6 Conclusion328

We showed that gossip protocols amplify the LDP guarantees provided by local noise injection as329

values propagate in the graph. Despite the redundancy of gossip that, at first sight could be seen, as330

an obstacle to privacy, the amplification turns out to be significant: it can nearly match the optimal331

privacy-utility trade-off of the trusted curator. From the fundamental building block — noise injection332

followed by gossip — that we analyzed under the name Muffliato, one can easily extend the analysis333

to other decentralized algorithms. Our results are motivated by the typical relation between proximity334

in the communication graph and lower privacy expectations. Other promising directions are to assume335

that close people are more similar, which leads to smaller individual privacy accounting [24], or to336

design new notions of similarity between nodes in graphs that match the privacy loss variations.337

4https://www.openml.org/d/823
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ments multiple times)? [Yes] see Figures 1(c) and 1(a).524

(d) Did you include the total amount of compute and the type of resources used (e.g., type525

of GPUs, internal cluster, or cloud provider)? [No] All of the simulations ran in a few526

minutes on a regular laptop.527

4. If you are using existing assets (e.g., code, data, models) or curating/releasing new assets...528

(a) If your work uses existing assets, did you cite the creators? [Yes] We use Houses529

Dataset and Facebook Ego dataset and cite them.530
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(b) Did you mention the license of the assets? [Yes] The dataset Houses is in the public531

domain, as indicated on the link provided and the Facebook ego dataset in under BSD532

license.533

(c) Did you include any new assets either in the supplemental material or as a URL? [Yes]534

We have included our code in the supplementary.535

(d) Did you discuss whether and how consent was obtained from people whose data you’re536

using/curating? [N/A]537

(e) Did you discuss whether the data you are using/curating contains personally identifiable538

information or offensive content? [N/A]539

5. If you used crowdsourcing or conducted research with human subjects...540

(a) Did you include the full text of instructions given to participants and screenshots, if541

applicable? [N/A]542

(b) Did you describe any potential participant risks, with links to Institutional Review543

Board (IRB) approvals, if applicable? [N/A]544

(c) Did you include the estimated hourly wage paid to participants and the total amount545

spent on participant compensation? [N/A]546
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